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1 Abstract

We describe an automatic initialization scheme for finding a point of coincidence between a robot's
internal coordinate system and the coordinate system of its work space. Our method uses an optical
transmitter-receiver pair mounted on the robot end effector to scan a T-shaped planar target mounted on
the work surface. An automated iterative method for moving a point on the end effector into precise
coincidence with the point of intersection between a sensed plane parallel to the work surface and a
sensed line normal to the work surface is shown to converge rapidly.



2 Introduction

Even simple robots are generally able to execute differential motions with reasonable accuracy, and hi^i
quality robots come equipped with absolute encoders that enable them to discern their pose. But evct
high quality robots ate generally oblivious to how their internal coordinate system maps onto Hie
coordinate system of their work space. In short, even the best robots, which run closed loop
kinesthctically, generally run open loop with respect to the coordinate systems of their working
environments.

But provided that the distance and angle measuring systems of both the robot and the work space aie
themselves adequate, finding a single point of coincidence between the two coordinate systems k
sufficient to establish the mapping between them.1 For example, the instruction manual for ifae
MICROBOT TcachMovcrpJ robot on which we implemented a demonstration of our procedure
suggests an operator run initialization procedure in which the robot arm is located on a one-square-pcr
inch cartesian grid, and the end effector is moved (using the teach pendant) into a specified pose abote a
point in this space. The method is simple, but it is tedious, inaccurate, and prone to operator errors mil

paper describes a ample and prcdse sensor based automatic initialization method using a plaur
lirfet soused by an optical reflection sensor. We developed a demonstration of this system specificity
far as tffictltfed aim robot with waist, shoulder, and elbow degrees of freedom, but our method k
gweraiy applicable ID a y robot with smilarly implemented degrees of freedom, and the principles ait
easily adapted to robots with otber depees of freedom and correspondingly different internal coordinate

Dating wammMkMf mih degrees of freedom beyond the three consisting of waist, shoulder,
wiB ftqaiife adkliffofial seomr capabilities, but the limited system described here can sill be retained m l,
sttlsci Since the robot we used for the demonstration also has wrist angle, wrist rotation, and g ippr
ctetttf? depeet of fteedbm* we faaVe to specify how we will remove the degeneracy associated widi ttaN:

fitfttaflL The method w y be manual m sensor teed and automatic. In
m ««§l» fit ^ ^ w « y by a manual pi^iniiializMioD wherein we adjust the plane of tbe
actitt l§ be finyent to icf iofermmmtm with the waist rotation axis, we close the gripper fngeis Si*

* mi we we the cmnfinidng Astfum of fte robot controller firmware to praerw
r, awl elbow aK^»a

to DWW ftil ^© furdw^R* compements:

I a ̂ ^ tuget pained on m attached to the wot seifee; and

Z an §pc«jl mos^itterreceiver'pair Derated a a proximity sensor.

r«pii« that the sensor be able to:

effect reproducibly to some ^aified height above the work
e* *herc i?n she work surface;

&Min#:!Sfcffig n frcn :be more ccmpifi? Uud less frcqu
r--i / ^ J *t mifimm mi c w r a ^ tf ife iclcquaey of ihe r*o !?v*i<«nn



2. guide the end effector reproducibly to positions directly above transitions between target and
work surface;

3. accomplish the latter robustly over at least a small range of heights.

In our implementation the sensor is an optical proximity sensor, the work surface is white, and the target
is black. However there is no obstacle to implementing this system with other targets and target detection
schemes, not necessarily optical.

3 Configuration

3,1 Target

The target, affixed to the work surface, is a T-shaped pattern with a body that is part of a sector of a circle
centered on the waist rotation axis, and with a rectangular head, as shown in Figure 1. In the first part of
the initialization procedure, the sensor directs initialization of the waist joint by finding the radial line A
in Figure 1. In the second part of the procedure, the sensor directs initialization of the shoulder and
elbow joints by iteratively adjusting them while repetitively finding the tangent line B in Figure L It is
most convenient to perform the shoulder and elbow initialization at a fixed waist joint angular offset from
the waist joint initialization position.



3.2 Sensor

In our demonstration system the sensor is a commercial optical proximity sensor [1] consisting of an LED
integrally packaged with a photodctector, and with simple lenses whose optical axes intersect about a
centimeter from the package. When the outgoing infra-red light beam meets a morc-or-lcss white
material at about a centimeter, sufficient radiation from the LED is reflected back to the phototransistor
to fire the schmidt trigger output circuit (see Figure 2). Since the precise triggering distance from the
target is sensitive to the target reflectivity, to obtain high reproducibility it is necessary to standardize the
background reflectivity immediately adjacent to the target. This is easily accomplished by integrating a
small patch of standard background with the target, e.g.< by painting the target on a rectangle of adhesive
paper of reproducible reflectivity.
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3,3 Initialization Procedure

The robot is powered up, aid moved by means of the teach pendant to any position near the iateraedioii
of lines A and B in Figure 1? k die one w i t surface quadrant they define, and between one and five
centimeters at>O¥e the work suffice. A suitable starting point could, of course, be found automatically by
exhaustive blind search* but theft would be little or no practical tahie in doing so.

Automated procedures for JnH&Iizmg the robot wast, shoulder, and elbow Joints are then caled. The
sequence of events » outtiacd in the foQowiog sections.

3,3.1 Waist Joint Inftiallzattori

Simple, narrow search algorithms effect the following motions:

l.The shoulder is rotated toward the work surface until the proximity sensor fires, at
approximately one centimeter above the surface;

Z Shoulder filiations arc stopped, and the waisi joint is rotated until the radial line A is found
(Figure i).



The waist joint is thus initialized. The waist is then offset by a few degrees, putting the sensor back above
the work surface in the quadrant determined by lines A and B.

3.3.2 Shoulder and Elbow Joint Initialization

This is the most difficult part: before initialization, it is impossible to move the end effector without also
changing its height above the work surface. One approach is to oscillate about the desired height by
using sensor feedback to control alternate very small shoulder and elbow motions while we search for line
B. What we now show is that a sequence of much larger sequential shoulder and elbow motions wiH
accomplish the same end much more efficiently.

T-shaped t a r g e t

Figure 3: Steps 1 (shoiiMerforwapd) and 2 (elbow-forward)

Tbeseqpeaoeis:

' L TTte shotiider Is rotated toward the work surface until fee proximity sensor fires, as shown in
" • PSgtiife 3t path W. to W . This is a "pine shoulder rotation,** £c, the robot is presumed to be

i with well calibrated firmware to cause elbow rotation equal and opposite to the
' fthoukkir rotation, thus preserving the orientation of link Lg m the workspace.

2, Tie1 c t b w fe rotated to approach line R, which is detected by the proximity sensor seeing the
dark target ia contrast to the bright wait surface* as shown in Figure 3, path W^ 10 W . Thk
is a Mptfe elbow rotation", £e» the giipper (not shown In the figure) remains in the vertical

it was given in the prHnitiatization procedure discussed above.



3. Both the shoulder and elbow are rotated back through arbitrary small angles(Ar and Br), as

shown in Figure, 4 path W to /1*. While the choice of A and Bf is arbitrary, initialization
accuracy is shown in Figure 8 to depend somewhat on the value chosen for IK Furthermore,
the algorithm assumes that once the choices are made, they are kept constant throughout the
procedure.

4. The cycle (steps 1,2,3) is repeated several times, according to the precision required.

5. After a predetermined number of iterations, the procedure is* terminated after step 2.

T-shaped pattern

Step 3 (shoulder md elbow bodtaotetioa)

it is important to soifee that stop 3 must be a oompound motion lEwlraig back rotation of both (be
shoulder awl elbow jotois. Neither a pure shoulder motion mm a pure elbow motkm could guarantee
con?agpiee of, the taxation. The analysis la Section 3 derives the relationships that detennine the
accuracy of title initialization pw^dtire as a fiiaction of the number of iterations ami the axe of the back
rotations takea to step 3* The tfteoreiieal analysis, well confifmed by our experiwats, sfaws tbat two m
three iteiations arc sufficient to achieve iaitializaiion «rnrm^r Umitcd by the mcxrhantcs of the urtK^ la
table 2-1 we iinsttste tic itpidconvtnseiioe frcia an arbitrary pi^inttiaiixMion posltioiL



TABLE 2 - 1

Vertical Initialization Error vs. Procedure Cycles

cycles

error
(micron)

0

-10138

( B

1

178.2

=290

2

-5.635

Br=5

3

0.1766

K=140 mi

4

-3

-5.5x10

n D=117 mm )

5

-4
1.7x10

6

-6

-5.6x10

4 Initialization Accuracy Analysis

The accuracy analysis of the waist initialization is very simple. The only source of error2 is inexact
placement of the target

Suppose that the distance between the working side of the body of the target and the axis of rotation of
the base joint is e, where nominally, e = 0 (Figure 5). The range of hand starting positions is from Rx to
R2, corresponding to a waist initialization angular error range AC, where

AC = C2 - CL = cos'^e/Rj) - cos'^e/Rj)

which is zero if e = 0. For e « Rx and e « R2, AC is clearly small. For example, taking typical values

Rx = 140 mm and R2 = 180 mm and estimating e < 1 mm, it follows that AC < 0.1°.

If more precise initialization of the waist joint were required, an additional procedure could be added
before starting waist joint initialization:

L the shoulder is rotated toward the work surface until the proximity sensor fires;

2. the elbow is rotated to approach the head of the taiiget until any portion of the target head is
encountered;

3. both the shoulder and elbow are rotated back through any specific small angles.

This procedure reduces the difference between R. and R2, making AC correspondingly very small*

The shoulder and elbow joint initialization accuracies are more difficult They are aoalyised belcw In
terms of the number of initialization process iteration cycles.

KCGiS th§t wean: mmmng fee robot k kincsthtticatty precise, and the worl ^paoe is precisely mctsunsd



Figure 5: Error caused by inexact placement of the target

4,1 Accuracy as a Function of Initialization Cycles

In this discussion subscript i refers to an initial position, subscript g refers to a goal position, and subscript
m refers to an intermediate position. First we suppose, with reference to Figure 3, that before
initialization the shoulder of the robot is at A., and the elbow is at a B f Then after the first execution of
step 1, the hand is at Wffll whose Y-coordinate is

YWm = . ) ^ H = D (M)

from whicb wt determine that

and - H -

= K and

.ooi(|y p (K - t|0Qf(AJ>l2 Md

(3-4)

Equation 3-4 sixws diac Yw depends only OB i f not on Af Sig» 3 aai 4 iteatif # IWIKC the
iepemkmx of Yw 011 i f I t e fe Shistrated in R p t 4

In sep 3 of the cycle, the shaiWcr md cRxm are located b«k throng fix«i aititraiy a a g « Ar and Bf



The new starting position of the hand, after one cycle, is W/*\ corresponding to shoulder and elbow
angles

A i ( 1 ) = Am + \ a n d Bi(1> = Bg + Br

After one additional iteration of steps 1 and 2, the new position of the hand is W ^:

XW g
( 1> = L l C os (A m

( 1 ) ) + L j e o s C B ^ = K = X W g

(1> (1> a > ) + H

and after the n* iteration, the position of the hand is W ^:

XWg
fn> = LlCos(Am

(D>) + L2cos(Bg
(n>) = K = XW g

(n> (n) ^ + H

The explicit solution quickly becomes very cumbersome, but computer simulation (Figure 6) is simple. It
is interesting to note that Yw ^n), while constant for given robot geometry, is not equal to D.

116.O

114.O

113.O

112.0

111.0

11O.O

109.0

n=5

270 28O 29O 3Q0 310 32O 330 340 35O 36O
B[ (degrees)

Figure*:
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4.2 Relationship Between Accuracy of Initialization and Original Elbow Angle

Equation 3-4 shows that the accuracy of the initialization depends on the original angle (II) of the elbow.
Figure 7 illustrates that while this dependence looks strong, the magnitude of the error is always small.
This figure is the result of numerical experiments using three cycles, Le.,

l - . o
-.2

-A

•1.0

•1.2

280 290 3OO\310 360 $70
'degree*)

Figure?:

4.3 Relationship Between Accuracy of the Initialization and Parameters Bff Ky and 0

Equation 3-4 also shows that the accuracy of the initialization will diange with die back rotation angle
O y of the elbow, or She location (K) of the T-sfoaped target Figures 8, 9, and 10 illustrate, also via
numerical experiments Involving three iteration cycles* the errors as a ftinction of the elbow back rotation
nigfe {B^ the location of the target (K% and the virtual sensor trigger height (D). These parameters can
thus be cfestnniiied, via numerical experiments for the geometry of any specific robot, so as to minimize
the 'errors inherent m the method
4*4 Considerations About Elbow Orientation

As we mentioned above, as ttie shoulder is rotated, the dbow nominally remains unchanged, t e t

constant But hxmm of mechanical or calibration mfwfectlofis, this capability is flawed:
is

Because tbe value of BL B 270P or -9CP and A ^ is wry smali

, = -75°, AB. = §i0; d m

^2k = QJ& pm

is near + AB f). Fcr

Tins tiie enw k n^ipbly tnuXL
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Figured ERROR(K)

4.5 Considerations About the Wrist Joint

Consider that there is a wrist on the robot, as shown ia Figure 11. Via the robot control firmware,
shoulder or elbow rotation also causes equal and opposite wrist rotation, keeping the wrist orientatioa
constant As stated above, our pre-initialization sets a vertical orientation. However, as in the case of
elbow orientation, the orientation of die wrist cannot be kept perfectly constant. But this only slightly
affects Jhe value of D, as shown in Figure 11 For example, if the wrist is 1° away from vertical, denoted
angle Q, we obtain
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Figure 10: ERROR(D)

AD = L/oosCQ) - cos(Q+AQ)) = 3 /tin

YGg = YWg" L j

^ ^ AD) =

The method is thus insensitive to wrist pre-initializatton.

5 Design

We see fi^m the above analysKAat high initialization repeatabflity is obtained after oiUy a few cycles In
fact, alter two cycles tbe accuracy of the initialization depends primarily on die quality of the robot
mechanics and the resolution ofthe robot actuators.

0. Also, mating me back angle Bf small redtiras tbe

initialization time (because ̂ distances are small). Thus we chose B = 5°.

Rgure 9 tftom t t e if the JOCIAMI of the T-snaped tai^t Is too close to the base ofthe robot or tt> &r
from it, tbe initiaiiyaaon error wiH increase seriously. TTius we choose K = 140 mm.

Fnwi F^ire 11 weinow 0 = L3 + &, where bisflic working distance between the proximity sejasor asi
the work sor te . For iftc speciic sensor we wed in our demonstration, h is 5 «o 10 mm, Bep«s© &e
value of Lj H fixeti (Lj = 109 in the TeachMove4 &e value of 0 is between 104 ram and IJfiajn.
Fortunately this fe a good range for initialization with high accuracy, as sliown in Figure 9. Via &me
considerations we choose (by eJectricaJiy adjusting the trigger point, via the variable resistor in
2-2) h = 8 mm, so D = 117 mm.
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T-shaped patern

Figure 11: Robot arm with wrist

Figure 7 shows that with the set of parameters Br = 5°, K = 140 mm, and D = 117 mm, an initial value

of Bj anywhere between 280° and 360° results in negligible error after three cycles.

6 Limitation

Our analysis suggests that the hand of thie robot can be anywhere before the initialization, but in feet
there are some practical limitations. For the method to work* die hand must be located above the
T-shaped target, and the elbow-wrist link cannot be too far from vertical. The tolerance of the angle B,
can be obtained from Figure 12:

Bo = cos'VO^-h)/!^) = 17°15

This tolerance is obviously so large that even "eye-bair pre-initialization is adequate*

7 Conclusion

A ample and accurate method of automatic robot initialization has been demonstrated, The method
employs only a proximity sensor and a simple T-shaped target in the work surface.
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Tolerance on angle B^

Tfetorctfcal attSpts and numerical expettacacs show that t ic taitkUutkm error will become negligibly
an^ll a t e a few cjcJcs. With an dppropiiate 'Choke of pi iMicten after only two cycles, the initialization
axuracf ^ « s A cmJy 0a the quality of flic - r ^^ m^aaks and Urn ncsoiution 0fits actuators.

His umfk pte-miiMimiMM pfocedltim allows for a wife a s p of ©fieraiQf iacoiaBbteiicy.

Etpenntcnts nc? &esenhed here:n fcui usssg fMe apparstiis and p
confirm ibc fcgi: of the JtSfDnthn? ^M the utility of the procedure,

that we explicitly modelled,
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